JUMPING DISC
Play rules
Round spring platforms are mounted on posts. The spring is not only firm, but it allows the child to jump in any direction, as far as a sprint demands. The movement is initiated by the spring and provides the jumping child with fun. Jumping from one disc to the other represents a special sequence of movements and a challenge for small children.

Supplied: Richter Spejlbach GmbH

Fundamental characteristics
- Wooden surface with natural structure for a good grip
- Handles for display round, low wooden
- Movement: jumping up and down, jumping off, toppling, and balancing

Suitable
- For children from 4 years

Dimensions
Height: 19 in (48 cm)
Diameter: 36 in (91 cm)

Materials
Disc: Top: disc - STF or equivalent
Platform: Coated springs (3 links), standard color yellow
Fastening elements galvanized

DRINKING FOUNTAIN
Supplier: AFO 03D (Children's Drinking Fountain)
Material: Stainless steel AISI 304
Dimension: 30 in (76 cm)
Height: 7.7 ft (2.4 m)

Product: AFO 03 D (Children's Drinking Fountain)
Material: Stainless steel AISI 304
Dimension: 21 in (53 cm)
Height: 6.7 ft (2.1 m)

Description
Compact cistern allows the fountain an ideal height for children, with a combination of brushed and sandblasted surface finishes. The fountain is filled with a manual valve that allows easy use. The water flows only when the valve is pressed and after its release there is a short adjustment time before the inlet.
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